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新中国的刑法历史上，挪用公款罪是刑法罪名家族中一个姗姗来迟的加






















































  In history of criminal law in new China, the crime of embezzling 
public funds is one of slow in coming participant among the name of 
criminal laws. The activation and actualization of embezzling public 
funds crime was promulgated by the document of “as concerns the 
complementary regulation of punishing the crimes of corruption and 
bribe” through Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress 
on Jan 21st 1998. Until now the judicatory bemusement and argument 
to embezzling public funds crime has not been ceased and the theory 
discussion and contend also has been heated. In order to exert right 
laws, the author would like to study some questions to crime of 
embezzling public funds as follows: 
  Chapter 1. Through simple analysis criminal object problem of 
embezzling public funds, stressing the guiding means in 
distinguishing this kind of crime and other kind crime to direct object 
of embezzling public funds crime and further expounding the concrete 














special situation of public property is the criminal object and general 
public property becoming criminal object. 
  Chapter 2. Define of “use personalized” of embezzling public funds 
crime has always been puzzled in judicatory practice. The author has 
analysed its problem and mentioned the suggestion in this article as 
concerns the concept judgment of “natural person”, the 
comprehension of “in person name” and “in state unit name with 
personally decision” written in the “comprehension of criminal law in 
section 1, subchapter 381” granted by Standing Committee of the 
National People’s Congress for seeking the way to settle down 
problems of embezzling public funds crime in law practice. 
  Chapter 3. The person in charge of state property management is 
entrusted by state organs, state-owned company, enterprise and mass 
organization, whether or not he (she) belong to the crime subject of 
embezzling public funds, some tentative idea of committing common 
crime between special subject status and non- special subject status of 
possessing of crimes of embezzling public funds for clearing the 
misunderstood conception of embezzling public funds crime in law 















  Chapter 4. The distinct between crimes of embezzling public funds 
and corruption are narrated from subjective and intentional 
conclusion. 
Chapter 5. Explaining the viewpoint as concerns some knotty 
problem of embezzling public funds crime such as the nature of 
raising a mortgage for other people on state property, the 
comprehension of “embezzling public funds not yet use, definite 
amount calculation of embezzling public funds crime and the 
demarcation line between crime and non-crime of embezzling public 
funds. 
Concluding remarks: It is important for us to make unceasing 
consideration and exploration in the course of the legislation, 
judicature, theory and practice of embezzling public funds crime, 
which will be benefit for applying in right laws, establishing good 
operating mechanisms and promoting the healthy development of 
market-oriented economy.  
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引   言  
挪用公款罪，是指国家工作人员利用职务上的便利挪用公款归个人使用，
进行非法活动，或者挪用公款数额较大、进行营利活动的，或者挪用公款数
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